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Growth of imprisonment in the USA



Comparative Cross-National Perspective
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Big gap

The degree of civilization in a society 
can be judged by entering its prisons
- Fyodor Dostoevsky





Criminal justice reform has strong bipartisan support



12%



Since 88% of the prison population are 
in state prisons we should focus on 
state-level reforms.

Right? 



Wrong. 



In the United States, decisions about imprisonment take place 
at the local level of government: Counties and cities

County-level growth/decline
in prison sentences, 2010-14





Solution to mass incarceration resides at the local level 

• We need an evidence-based approach to support local CJ reforms
a) Descriptive evidence about the local processes that feed the beast
b) Causal evidence to support less punitive and more effective alternatives

• Existing sources of criminal justice data do not even come close
• We cannot even tell how many Americans have a felony conviction
• Or how many citizens have been killed by the police

• How do we create powerful data sets for policy relevant research?   



Big Data to the Rescue!

• We employ new methods of data science to mine records available 
from a highly decentralized and fragmented system of administrative 
data sources

• How do we access these records?
1) Public & available: Web scraping
2) Public but not available: FOIA + $$$
3) Confidential: Data Use Agreements with agencies 

• How do we integrate these records?
• Messy data: No unique identifiers (SS#), only PII (names, DOB)
• Machine learning based probabilistic matching (entity resolution algorithms)
• Trained against biometric identifiers (fingerprints): high precision rates (99%)



It’s already happening





Not an just an academic exercise



Small Steps with Big Data
• Local environments provide immediate opportunities for these kinds of 

research designs

• Two recent examples from econometric literature
1) Mueller-Smith, M. (2019): The Criminal and Labor Market Impacts of 

Incarceration, Revise and Resubmit at the American Economic Review.
Harris county arrest & jail, Texas state prison & convictions, TX state 
unemployment and welfare assistance 

2) Palmer, C., Phillips, D. C., & Sullivan, J. X. (2019). Does emergency financial 
assistance reduce crime?. Journal of Public Economics, 169, 34-51.
Chicago Homelessness Prevention Call Center & CPD arrests



Let’s Do This: Detroit & Wayne County

OPEN DATA PORTAL



Thank you
jukka@wayne.edu





END



Prison growth & crime decline



County prosecutors (District Attorney’s office) are key players

• Proliferation of felony case filings – the main source of continued 
increase in imprisonment

• Crime is down, arrests are down, but felony charges are up

• Why? Huge growth in staffing and disparity in resources between 
prosecutors and public defenders: plea bargaining  prison

• Political realities and misaligned incentives
• Prosecutors (DA) are elected by suburbs (affluent whites)
• Prosecutors impose the law in urban areas (poor minorities)
• Toughness gets you elected, leniency gets you voted out
• Counties send convicts to prisons that are paid for by the state 
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